
OCEAN-TAMER MANUFACTURING
Manufactured in the U.S.A., Ocean-Tamer Marine Grade Bean Bags use the highest quality UV and mildew resistant
marine grade materials available. Each marine bean bag from Ocean-Tamer is designed and built by our highly trained
staff and tested to ensure durability.

As active boaters and avid fishermen, the Ocean-Tamer staff understands the importance of comfort and safety on the
water. That’s why our marine grade bean bag chairs are designed and manufactured to be the best.

Every Ocean-Tamer Marine Grade Bean Bag comes standard with two heavy duty nylon handles sewn in the bottom of
the bean bag for easy carrying, storing, or fastening to your T-top when not in use.

OCEAN-TAMER QUALITY & DURABILITY
Ocean-Tamer marine seating products have been tournament tested and professionally proven to withstand sea
conditions that the average boater will never face.

Every marine bean bag chair from Ocean-Tamer is custom made in the USA with the highest quality marine grade
materials available and backed by our lifetime warranty. We use 100% marine grade vinyl, heavy duty marine grade
thread (all double stitched), heavy duty nylon zippers, strong nylon strap handles, and or premium Ocean-Tamer virgin
polystyrene beads provide you with a high quality product that is comfortable, durable, and will last for years to come!

BUILT FROM THE BEST
Our marine bags incorporate the highest quality marine grade vinyl, heavy-duty marine grade zippers, and thread. For
these reasons and many more, Ocean-Tamer Marine Grade Bean Bags are the industry bean bag of choice among
professional sport fishermen worldwide.

UV and Weather Resistant

Mold and Mildew Resistant

Water Repellent

Tear and Crack Resistant

OCEAN-TAMER PREMIUM FILLER
What’s our secret? Ocean-Tamer utilizes the best quality filler on the market. Thus, exposing the secret to the extreme
comfort of Ocean-Tamer Marine Bean Bag products! Ocean-Tamer premium virgin polystyrene beans are small,
uniform and water tight to surround the body and provide the utmost comfort and durability.

Other companies claim to use quality filler. Virgin polystyrene is the ONLY bean bag filler that is completely sealed,
water tight, and uniform with the ability to spring back into its original shape and size after every use. Other marine
bean bag manufacturers use “recycled” polystyrene, also known as reground Styrofoam or other less durable fillers
such as shredded foam. Recycled polystyrene or reground Styrofoam breaks down quickly over time, causing the bean
bag to go flat and not support your body.

When Styrofoam is ground to create recycled polystyrene the water tight seal has been compromised causing the filler
to absorb moisture and odor while breaking down rapidly, ultimately ushering in the need to replace the filler.
Shredded foam also absorbs odor and moisture that promotes mildew and causes the bean bag to become extremely
heavy and constantly wet.

Ocean-Tamer Marine Grade Bean Bag utilizes premium virgin polystyrene beans because they are the only filler that
withstands the harsh outdoor elements and extreme marine conditions.

https://www.boatid.com/ocean-tamer/
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COLOR CHART

MAKE YOUR NEW OCEAN-TAMER MARINE
BEAN BAGS YOUR OWN!
Add your logo, boat name, or anything else to your new Ocean-Tamer marine bean bag chairs! Ocean-Tamer is the only
marine bean bag manufacturer that allows you to customize your bean bags with a personalized, embroidered logo
that will make your new chairs stand out in a crowd and market your fishing team or company in a unique and stylish
way. Personalized Ocean-Tamer Marine Grade Bean Bags make great gifts for Christmas, birthdays, and special
occasions.

Ocean-Tamer is now offering many big name OEM boat manufacturer logo on our marine bean bag products. To see if
your brand is available click here for more details.
To ensure the accuracy of your custom logo and do to the wide selection of fonts and colors, we require all custom

AVAILABLE
COLORS
Every Ocean-Tamer Marine Grade Bean Bag is available
in your choice of 1 or 2 colors at no extra charge.

Ocean-Tamer provides a vast color selection offering
more colors than any other marine bean bag
manufacturer in the industry. You are sure to find the
right color combination to match your boat, favorite
sports team, or home décor. These beautiful colors are
also available on the design page of your new Ocean-
Tamer once you have selected the style that is right for
you.

(PLEASE NOTE: The quality and color scheme of all
computer monitors may vary! The color samples below
are scanned images and are as close as possible to our
actual vinyl colors. Depending on your computer
monitor, these samples may not be exact. Please
contact us before placing your order if you have any
questions regarding color)

Standard Colors

Premium Colors

Custom Marine Canvas, Inc. 
(Ocean-Tamer Marine Grade Bean Bags) 

900 4th St. West 
Palmetto, FL 34221

Toll Free: 1-800-804-0314 
Phone: (941) 776-1133 

Fax: (941) 722-7468
sales@Ocean-Tamer.com
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WANT TO ADD A LOGO TO YOUR BEAN BAG? CALL US BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDER! TOLL FREE: 1-800-804-0314 PHONE: (941) 776-1133  0 Items

On our website you can discover more about boat seating & accessories.

https://www.boatid.com/seating-accessories.html
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